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How did you do?
Answers can be obtained by visiting www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/transfertests

These practice papers are designed to:
   •  Give your child realistic practice for the Transfer Tests
   •  Support and enhance the school curriculum
   •  Revise and reinforce learning
   •  Provide opportunities to build confidence
   • Help develop examination technique

Brought to you in partnership with TransferTests.co.uk
TransferTests.co.uk was founded in August 2002 and was the 
first website of its kind. Our unique practice papers can also be 
found i n leading r etailers such a s Sheey’s Cookstown, 
Creighton’s, Stewart M illar, F ive Ways Newry, T rim P rint 
Armagh, Smyth’s Newcastle, Lucia Hughes Omagh, Magherafelt 
Copy Shop, C raigavon O ffice Supplies, McGrath’s O ffice 
Supplies, Mourne Office Supplies and BJ McNally. The tests you 
find in the Belfast Telegraph this week do not contain the same 
questions as any of the tests you will find in retailers.

The goal of TransferTests.co.uk is to help children prepare for 
the AQE and GL Transfer tests, providing great materials both 
on paper and online. W ith tests that m irror the actual 
examinations, t he company’s r eputation has g rown w ith 
teachers and tutors recommending the products. Whether your 
child prefers to complete practice papers on a mobile, tablet or 
on paper, TransferTests.co.uk have a product to suit. To find out 
more visit www.transfertests.co.uk

About the AQE Exams
AQE examinations are used by 34 schools who facilitate the 
Common Entrance Assessment with the results determining 

their selection of Year 8 pupils. A list of CEA schools can be found at 
aqe.org.uk/schools/

Three examinations are sat over three separate days with the child’s 
two highest marks combined to give the final result.

Each paper will combine Maths & English questions.
   •  50 minutes to complete – children taking the test in January 
   2021 will be allowed 60 minutes for each of their 3 papers
   •  58 questions for each test
   •  Overall total of 64 marks available
   •  To answer the questions pupils must either choose a 
      multiple choice option or complete their answer in the 
      space given.

Ready? Let’s get started!
Read the following carefully before you begin:
   •  Do not turn this page until you are told to do so. 
   •  There are 58 questions to answer in 50 mins (60 minutes if  
   child is sitting the test in January 2021)
   •  Read each question carefully before stating your answer.
   • Once you have worked out your answer, write it carefully 
     on the test paper.
   •  Work as quickly and as carefully as you can.
   •  You may do rough working on a separate sheet of paper.
   •  If you make a mistake, rub it out as carefully as you can
     and mark your new answer.
   •  If you are not sure of an answer, choose the one you think is best.
   •  You may read each question and check your answers as 
      many times as you want.

Flip over for GL Style Practice Paper 1 (English)

BROUGHT TO YOU IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

transfertests.co.uk, Schooltests.org & transfertests.com

AQE Style Practice Paper 1 
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9. Most lightning occurs within the cloud or between the cloud and ground.        TRUE         FALSE

10. An average flash of lightning could turn on a 100-watt light bulb for how long?  
                       
      More than 4 months           More than 3 months           
               

11. What are the chances of being struck by lightning? One in _____________________________

12. In which line has a capital letter been left out?                Line _______________________________

13. In which line is there a spelling mistake?   Line _______________________________

14. In which line is a comma used incorrectly?   Line _______________________________

Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.

The action of rising and descending air within a thunderstorm separates positive and negative charges.  water and ice, 
particles also afect the distribution of electrical charge.  Lightning results from the buildup and discharge of electrical 
energy between positively and negatively charged areas, most lightning occurs within the cloud or between the cloud 
and ground.  The average flash of lightning could turn on a 100-watt light bulb for more than 3 months. The air near 
a lightning strike is hotter than the surface of the Sun!  The rapid heating and cooling of air near the lightning channel 
causes a shock wave that results in thunder.  Your chances of being struck by lightning are estimated to be 1 in 600,000 
but those chances can be reduced by following safety rules.  Most lightning deaths and injuries occur when people are 
caught outdoors, and most happen in the summer.

Look at the statements below. Decide whether each of the following statements are true or false. 
Base your answer on the information in the passage. Tick each statement true or false. 

  1. The air near a lightning strike is hotter than the Sun  TRUE   FALSE
  2. Lightning can cause injuries or death                     TRUE   FALSE

Find one word in the passage closest in meaning to the statement below. 
Write the word in the space provided. 

 3.  To become less   _________________________________________
 4.  Something that happens _________________________________________
     
The four words below are used in the passage. Tick the correct box in the table below to show which of the 
four words is used as an adjective, a verb, a noun or an adverb. If a word has more than one correct option, 
tick one option only, choosing the one that best applies to the use of the word in the passage. 

Adjective
water5.
charge6.
hotter7.
air8.

Verb Noun Adverb
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16. Holly went into the shop and purchased 4 films on dvd. She paid £14.99, £9.98, £9.49 and £5.94 for them.

     What is the average price Holly paid for a film on dvd? ________________________________________

17. If 3 x p = 9.88
 
 300 x p = ________________

18. Examine the calendar for February 2011 and 
 answer the following question.

 Gill has dance lessons on the first and third Tuesday of every 
 month. How many weeks are there between her second 
 lesson in February and her next lesson in March? 

 Answer _____________________________________

19.  A 24 hour clock displays 07:17. On the 12-hour clock, how is this expressed?
 
 Answer _____________________________________

20.  What is the highest common factor of 27 and 36?

 Answer _____________________________________

21.  Two sisters are taking part in the treasure hunt at the local fair. They begin by walking in a North-  
 westerly direction. They stop and turn 135° clockwise and then 225°anticlockwise to begin 
 searching in a new direction.

 In which direction are they now facing? _________________

22.  Complete the sequence below by writing the missing number in the space provided.

 -1, -2.5,      -4, _________ ,     -7,      -8.5

Read the passage below and answer the question that follows.

The Human body has many organs each with its own job. The brain controls everything the body does while the heart pumps 
blood around the body. The body contains many organs and they each have their own role. For instance, the lungs take in 
air so that the body is supplied with oxygen. The teeth, stomach and intestine all make up the digestive system. Inside the 
human body are tubes that carry blood and these are called veins and arteries. The body’s skeleton protects the vital organs 
such as the heart and the brain.

Look at the statement below. Decide whether the following statement is true or false. Base your answer on 
the information in the passage. 

15. The skeleton protects the body’s vital organs TRUE   FALSE   CANNOT SAY

1
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23. A car travels a distance of 5 miles. Express this distance in kilometres (1 mile= 1.6km) 

 Answer _________________km

24. Which two of the following have a sum total of £48? Please circle two options.

A. £42.50  B. £35.80 C. £14.25 D. £12.20 E. 315.75

25. The chart shows the amount of orders taken in a one week period at
a cafe for the following cereals. What is the total amount of cereal orders 
over the one-week period?

Answer__________________________

The following passage contains a number of mistakes. You have to find the mistakes. On each line there 
is either one or no mistake. Find the group of words in which there is a mistake and circle the letter 
underneath it. If there is no mistake, circle N.

Look for spelling or punctuation mistakes in the passage below.

26.  In 1776 something     unthinkable happened                A group of        people at the bottom     
  A    B    C    D       N
 
27.  of society rebelled          against those who          were at the top                 and what was 
  A    B    C    D   N

28. more remarkable               they won. The                british Colonies              in America declared  
  A    B    C    D       N

29. their independence          and then enforced                it by beatin                     back the most 
  A    B    C    D       N

30. powerful military               on Earth.  This                sent shockwaves             throughout Europe
  A    B    C    D       N

31. It also gave.                hope to many poverty          stricken peasants,              who wanted to 
  A    B    C    D       N

32. see the powerful               aristocracies of                    Europe fall.             If America could do it,
  A    B    C    D       N

33. so could they.               Why couldn’t they          rebel and create                 a new, more
  A    B    C    D       N

34. fair society,                   Nowhere was the          divide between             the wealthy
  A    B    C    D       N

35. and poor greater,              than in France          so the people                  rose against this:
  A    B    C     D       N 
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36. Complete the number statement by writing the missing number in the space provided.
    
      ________________  x  4 – 15  =  105

37. What is the perimeter of this shape?
    
     Answer _____________________________________ 

38. Find the lowest common multiple of 3, 5 and 14?
    
     Answer _____________________________________ 

39. The table below shows the temperatures recorded at 
      different times of the day on Wednesday and Thursday. 
      What was the difference between the minimum 
      temperature on Wednesday and the maximum
      temperature on Thursday? 
    
     Answer _____________________________________ 

40. John, Terry, David, Michelle, Mary and Tom all play Rugby.
 John and Terry play rugby on a Monday.
 David and Michelle play rugby on a Tuesday.
 Mary and Tom play rugby on a Wednesday.
 Michelle and Mary play rugby on a Thursday.
 Terry, David and Mary play rugby on a Friday.
    
       Who plays rugby the most? _____________________________________ 

41. Study this grid. What are the co-ordinates of point S?
    
     Answer ( ___________, __________ )

42.   If      3 + p + 5 + 9 = 26      What is the value of p + 20?

       Answer _____________________________________ 

43. This shape is called a rhombus. How many lines of symmetry does it have?
    
     Answer _____________________________________ 

44. Solve the equation 6 x 7/8 = ?
    
     Answer _____________________________________ 
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45. A grid is drawn measuring 5m wide and 5m high. 
      What is the size of the area left unshaded on the grid?
    
     Answer _____________________________________ 

Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.
When an animal dies, it is rapidly covered by sediment, such as mud or sand.  Its soft parts decompose (rot), but its 
hard parts are gradually replaced by minerals, or fossilised.  At the same time, surrounding sediments turn to rock.  
Millions of years later, the rocks are uncovered, and the organism’s imprint is exposed in its fossil.  fossils prove that 
ancient life forms were different from those alive today.  They are laid down in layers of rocks, each layer older than the 
one above.  Since evolution is the graduall change in living things over time, fossil layers provide a historical record of 
the different stages in the evolution of life.  Fossil evidence shows how features of today’s organisms have evolved over 
time. Paleontologists can identify organisms that may be ancient relatives of those living today.  By looking at fossils 
from the same layer of rocks, they can also suggest how these organisms lived together in their ancient habitat.

Look at the statements below.  Decide whether the following statement is true or false.  Base your 
answer on the information in the passage.  Tick each statement true or false.

46.          An example of sediment is mud or sand                        TRUE   FALSE

47.         Evolution is the gradual change in living things                TRUE   FALSE

Find one word in the passage closest in meaning to each of the statements below. Write the word in the 
space provided.

48.     Very Old  _______________________________

49. Slowly   _______________________________

The four words below are used in the passage.  Tick the correct box in the table below to show which of 
the four words is used as an adjective, a verb, a noun or an adverb.  If a word has more than one correct 
option, tick one option only, choosing the one that best applies to the use of the word in the passage. 

54.     Fossils are generally millions of years old.      TRUE  FALSE

55.     Fossils prove that ancient life forms were different from those alive today.  TRUE      FALSE

56.     Which type of people study fossils?                                          Answer _____________________________ 

57.     In which line has a capital letter been left out?                          Answer _____________________________ 

58.     In which line is there a spelling mistake?                                   Answer _____________________________ 

Adjective
change50.
alive51.
different52.
animal53.

Verb Noun Adverb
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